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Particles floating at a liquid surface exhibit long-ranged interactions, 
mediated by deformations of the interface. This phenomenon is popularly 
known as the “Cheerios effect”, named after the clustering of breakfast 
cereals in a milk bowl [1]. The Cheerios effect can be explored for particle 
self-assembly at liquid interfaces and is important when living organisms 
or fine particles float on the surface of water. We recently found that similar 
interactions arise between liquid drops, on a broad variety of soft, deformable 
surfaces (Fig. 1). Drop-drop interactions emerge for wetting on soft gels [2-4] 
and on thin viscous films [5], and play an important role for condensation on 
polymer films or for wet-on-wet printing. 

We experimentally observed how the trajectories of mm-sized drops 
sliding down a soft elastic substrate are deflected when another drop is in close 
proximity [2]. Subsequently, the interaction could be quantified as a force that 
depends on the distance between the drops. Surprisingly, the force between 
two drops can be attractive or repulsive depending on the thickness of the 
substrate: Droplets always attract each other on thick layers (Fig. 2b), while 
for thin layers droplets repel when spaced more than a few times the layer 
thickness (Fig. 2a). These force-distance laws can be understood in detail by 
computing the elastic deformation induced by a single drop, and subsequently 
accounting for the deformation’s action on the second drop [3,4]. Figure 2 
shows the quantitative comparison between theory and experiment, both on 
thick and on thin layers. The theory is also able to predict the velocity of the 
attractive or repulsive motion, which turns out to be governed by the rheology 
of the PDMS gel [3]. 
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Interactions between liquid drops on a 
soft elastic layer. Each drop deforms 
the interface, which induces a force 
on drops in close proximity.
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In another series of experiments [5], we considered the interaction between small droplets (water, radius 45 μm) on 
a thin viscous film (oil, thickness 10-50 μm). This study was in collaboration with Océ Technologies, since Cheerios-like 
interactions can arise when droplets are printed on a previously deposited viscous layer. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the droplets 
can again exhibit attractive or repulsive interactions: The droplets in the printed line of panel (a) form clusters, while in panel 
(b) the droplets push each other out of the initially straight line. The only difference between the two experiments is the 
initial spacing between the drops. While this scenario of attraction versus repulsion is reminiscent of drops on elastic layers, 
the viscous nature of the supporting film leads to a dynamical evolution of its surface. By consequence the interaction 
law evolves slowly over time. This dynamics is accurately described by the lubrication equation for the viscous film, which 
reveals that the range of attraction increases with time as t1/4. Hence, the drop-drop interactions become very long-ranged, 
reaching much beyond the size of the drops and the thickness of the layer. 

Interaction force F between liquid drops (ethylene glycol, radius R=700 μm) on a soft elastic substrate (PDMS) as a function 
of drop spacing d. (a) Attractive and repulsive forces on a thin substrate (h0 = 40 μm). (b) Interactions are purely attractive 
on a thick substrate (h0 = 8 mm). Experiments can be understood by modeling the elasto-capillary deformations.

Printing wet-on-wet: Interaction of water 
drops on a thin film of viscous silicone 
oil. Scale bar represents 400 μm. The 
interactions can be attractive (panel a) or 
repulsive (panel b), depending on the initial 
spacing between the droplets. 
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